IBM AND RED HAT® SOLUTIONS

Free up time, money
and resources for
innovation and growth
Embrace emerging technologies with
Red Hat solutions

Standardize on
the world’s leading
enterprise Linux platform1
At nearly all large enterprises across the nation, Red Hat
Enterprise Linux is running the show. This strong and reliable
operating environment can serve as your foundation for new
applications, virtual machines and hybrid clouds. Red Hat
makes open source enterprise ready through a unique
development model to produce more innovative, iterative,
stable and secure technologies.

95%

of Fortune 500 firms
rely on Red Hat®
Enterprise Linux®²

Compared to unpaid alternatives, Red Hat
solutions, including Red Hat Enterprise Linux:

Deliver higher value

Decrease overall costs

Strengthen security

573%

16%

65%

three-year
ROI³

lower three-year
cost of operations³

faster identification
of security risks³

Reduce downtime

Improve agility

Boost productivity

81%

35%

32%

less unplanned
downtime³

Automate mundane
manual tasks

faster development
life cycles³

more efficient IT
infrastructure teams³

A critical piece of the modernization puzzle is Red Hat Ansible® Automation Platform. Ansible enables enterprises to automate applications and
workloads on a myriad of hardware platforms. There’s even pre-built,
community-driven content available with Ansible that helps enterprises
begin automating tasks right out of the box.

One of the largest open source
communities in the world

Huge library of communitycontributed content

A head start on faster rollout
of new applications

More time, money and resources
for strategic initiatives

Build and scale applications
with confidence — we’ll
manage the rest

Red Hat OpenShift® is a Kubernetes distribution with
enterprise-level security, stability and reliability. Build once and
deploy anywhere through open, container-based platforms on the
cloud vendors of your choice. With Red Hat OpenShift Managed
Services, you’ll have comprehensive support to help you manage
risk, optimize outcomes and improve speed to market.

Red Hat OpenShift Managed Services

Faster time to value
Self-service dashboard provides
fully managed clusters in minutes

Increased operational
efficiencies

Backed by 24x7 expert
support

Flexible consumption-based pricing

Financially backed 99.95% SLA

Available on every major public cloud

Are you open to what
comes next?
Read the white paper “Stay agile: Run your IT enterprise the
open source way.”

Read now
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